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Dear Reader,
It is our honor and privilege to present the second edition of Utso. With this magazine, we endeavor to
showcase the talent that runs deep within our community. From pristine poetry to opinion pieces, from
lovely limerick to amazing artwork - each and every element of this magazine has your name written on
it, quite literally. We have received articles and art from members and their loved ones spanning all age
groups and geographic boundaries. We are extremely happy to note that almost a third of all families in
our Utsav members’ group have contributed. In that sense, this is truly a beautiful representation of
who we are.
Recently, one of us had an opportunity to visit our priceless heritage – the ancient caves of Ajanta and
Ellora. Gorgeous paintings, remarkable sculptures and stupendous architecture not only capture the
visitor’s mind, but one also feels the compassion and humility of the artists of a bygone era. That these
Buddhist, Hindu and Jain caves survived so long and are still telling the stories that were painted or
sculpted on their walls make us optimistic and hopeful about our timeless heritage, literature and art.
We need to keep it alive in the hearts and minds of our future generation.
Utso is our humble attempt to protract that lineage of inspiring art we are fortunate to inherit from. This
edition presents a collage of very interesting work that nicely captures prevailing sentiments in our
community. The simplistic happiness of childhood, the bittersweet emotions of moving to a new land or
the reflective wisdom that age brings - everything blossoms like a well-crafted bouquet. And this colorful
bunch of flowers we lay at the feet of Ma Durga.
We earnestly hope that you will enjoy the magazine. Should you find a line of poetry or a work of art
that moves you, please do not hesitate to reach out to the author. Especially, if the author is a child, do
not miss a chance to nurture that talent. It may just be a phone call for you, but even a simple “pat on
the back” means a world to them!
We would also like to take this opportunity to thank the Board of Directors for their relentless support
and advice in making this magazine real. A special mention needs to be made of the parents who have
also encouraged their child to contribute - we could not have done it without you.
Finally, we truly wish all of you have a wonderful year ahead. May the Mother Goddess bestow her
choicest wishes on you and your family. Wishing each and every one of you our heartiest Sharodiyo
Abhinandan.

Soma De
Shourya Sarcar
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Message from the President of Utsav
Dear Friends,
It is my great pleasure to extend to all of you my heartiest welcome on the occasion of the 11th Durga
Puja celebration by Utsav aka UTSAB, Inc. As the small group of like-minded people gathered together to
form this organization at the end of 2005, it was our fervent desire to provide a platform to all its
members to be able to celebrate our Bengali ethnicity in this new home away from our native land.
As we celebrate our 11th year of existence as an organization, I would like to give a big thank you to all
the volunteers, without whom it is not possible to run a non-profit organization like Utsav. This year we
have seen all of you pull together starting with our first event of the year, Saraswati Puja, followed by a
beautiful cultural show on Bengali Heritage Day and just this past week preparing for the upcoming
Durga Puja event. It is not just the big events but even the volunteer work by our little ones during Earth
Day 2016, cleaning and planting trees at Albany Pine Bush was a commendable effort.
This year, as you read this message in our second edition of Utsav's magazine "Utso", I congratulate the
editorial team. They have managed to not only make it a great collaborative effort with contributions
from almost 20 member families but done a fantastic job in putting it together and publishing it in such
a short time.
In closing, I would like to mention that the financial state of Utsav is good. We will be able to balance
our books for this year with a small positive outflow to pay for some of our fixed costs early next year. If
our expenses for Durga Puja and Laxmi Puja stay close to the budget, we do intend to organize a
Member Appreciation Day at the end of the year.
Apnader shobaike janai Sharod Shubhechha. Thank you!
Sincerely,
Sujit Dutta
On behalf of BoD 2016
Sujit Dutta - President
Dipak Mukhopadhyay - Vice President
Koushik Kar - Secretary
Rajib Datta - Treasurer
Pritam Basu - Director
Dipen Moitra - Director
Ratna Sarkar - Director
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Fruit Basket - Mahima Mukherjee (Grade 3)

Sunset – Divyansh Pramanick (Grade 4)
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Winter Fun – Anushka Senapati (Grade 1)

Christmas Party - Oishee Kar (Grade 2)
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The Mysterious Silhouette – Mihita Bose (Grade 5)

My Mental Image in Honor of the Book "The Secret Garden" – Mihita Bose (Grade 5)
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Welcome to Candyland – Anushree Chakrabarti (Grade 5)

Self Portrait (Keith Haring Inspired) - Pallavi Datta (Grade 6)
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Blue
Aaditya Ojha (Grade 4)
Blue looks like the sky on a bright day
Blue looks like the ocean waves.
Blue feels like the wind blowing gently
Blue feels like water from the ocean.
Blue sounds like blue birds chirping
Blue sounds like trees blowing.
Blue smells like the air
Blue smells like blueberry pie.
Blue tastes like blueberries growing
Blue tastes like oxygen.
Blue is Neptune in space.
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School
Ankur Senapati (Grade 5)
What is school?
Well, it’s no place to fool,
You learn math and social studies,
While you work with your buddies.
You go to the cafeteria, that’s the place to eat,
Open your lunchbox and devour your meat.
When it’s time to go outside,
You’ll start to count and hide.
Finally, it’s time to say goodbye,
Tomorrow I’ll start by saying ‘hi’.
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Let Your Imagination Fly… “A Home Under the Sea”
Anushree Chakrabarti (Grade 5)
Setting: The Boston Aquarium, where we went for a field trip from school.
Characters: the Tour guide – Mrs. Mural, Anushree, Elena, Rossie Eleins, Harry Potterson.
"What do you think the tour guide means by saying that a stingray can sting you?" said Anushree coming
out of the stingray enclosure.
"Stingrays can sting because, when threatened, their primary reaction is to swim away, however, when
attacked by predators or stepped on, the stinger in their tail just whips up," described Elena.
"Wow, look at the blue crab," said Anushree pointing to a silver blue creature in one of the glass
aquariums.
"Oh my gosh," said Elena, "this is the rarest lobster that is found on the coast of Maine."
This was our first fourth grade day trip to the Boston Aquarium from school and our tour guide Mrs.
Mural was happily taking us through the different sections of the aquarium with the most wonderful
and unique aquatic creatures.
"Our next stop is the marine animals section,” announced the tour guide.
"Yay! Marine animals my favorite!" Anushree said excitedly.
“Really.........., mine too!" Elena exclaimed.
"Children these are beluga whales,” the tour guide said, “be careful, don't go too near the whales or
take pictures using flash, they could get scared.” "The beluga whale or white whale is an Arctic and subArctic cetacean," described the tour guide.
“Can you guess who the baby is? Yes, you," said the tour guide while pointing at Anushree.
"The one with its mother is the baby," said Anushree.
"While the baby is still young it usually sticks with its mother," the tour guide answered, "if the whales
are females then they usually stay in groups or teams, if they are males then they usually have a mate
who is also a male.”
"Kids this is the bottlenose dolphin," declared the tour guide. "Dolphins are the most intelligent animals
after humans. The Dolphins use their intelligent minds in echolocation, it's a way they communicate,"
explained the tour guide.
“Wow, that's cool," said Rossie Eliens.
"I heard that Dolphins like humans," reported Anushree.
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"Yes, they certainly do like humans," said the tour guide, "also they speak in a pitch or tone of voice
which attract the baby Dolphins to recognize their mother." “The babies can hear the tone of voice that
is 6 miles away!" exclaimed the tour guide.
"Whoa, I didn't know that," said Harry Potterson.
"Are you guys enjoying?" asked the tour guide.
"Yes," everyone said.
“Well then, our next stop is the starfish," continued the tour guide. Saying this, she took us to a raised
enclosed area where we could touch and feel the starfishes. We had to wash our hands so as not to
infect the starfish.
"Starfish are fish that are invertebrates, it also means not having a backbone.'' "Starfish are very popular
because they don't have any brains," the tour guide whispered.
"How is that possible?" asked Rossie Eliens.
"That is possible because they don't need a brain," answered the tour guide. "They use their hands to
move around and get food by eating clams, oysters and things that cannot escape quickly. The food is
probably attached to a rock that starfish can easily get." The tour guide continued, "they have adapted
to their surroundings and do not get eaten because their body colors and type of skin blend in with the
surface they live on.”
"Do starfish poop?" asked Rossie innocently. All the kids roared with laughter.
"No, young lady they just re-swallow their stomach by eating the food again and again until it's fully
absorbed by the chemicals in their stomach," said the tour guide.
"Now that I know that you guys like marine animals, I think you'll love this," said the tour guide smiling.
"What is this?" Elena interrupted.
"This is a jellyfish," replied the tour guide.
"Oh! But this is not just a jellyfish but this is an immortal jellyfish, which can live forever," explained
Anushree.
"Wow, good explanation young lady,” commented the tour guide. "As this young lady was saying the
jellyfish is immortal because it can decide when it wants to die, if the jellyfish gets old and still wants to
live it can sink down in the sea and just shed its old skin and grow a new one," continued the tour guide.
"These species of jellyfish are called Turritopsis Dohrnii," Elena said.
"They are almost like crayfish when they molt their skin, but they don't have a backbone. Instead they
have this thing called an exoskeleton, a harder version of skin."
"You kids know more than me," said the tour guide looking impressed.
13
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"But the Chrysaora fuscescens, it's a type of jellyfish that only lives up to six months," the tour guide said
while pointing to the umbrella shaped jellyfish.
"So is the Turritopsis Dohrnii the only kind of jellyfish that is immortal?" questioned Harry.
"Oh yes, there is only one species of immortal jellyfish. But did you know that they eat plankton, fish
eggs and small mollusks?” asked the tour guide.
"No," replied everyone.
"So I know you kids have a lot of knowledge about marine animals but sadly this is the end of the trip ,"
announced the tour guide. "You can have your lunch and then I'll pass out postcards and then you all
can settle yourselves in the bus for our journey back.”
When we were again settled in the bus for our return journey back to school, we talked excitedly about
what we saw in the Boston Aquarium.
"I wish we could spend more time with the sea animals, they are so unique," said Harry.
"It was so cool that bottlenose dolphins could hear their babies from six miles away and echolocation,"
said Harry while entering the bus, "maybe we someday could have super hearing powers."
"And the starfish eating food but then re-swallowing it until it is turned into chemicals,” said Rossie,
"maybe one day we'll have super eating powers."
"What about immortal jellyfish? They can choose to die when they want to," said Elena," maybe we'll
get to live forever, have super living powers."
"Hey, what if we combine all of them together?" asked Anushree "if we do that then we'll be super
humans like our marine super animals that we just saw earlier. And there is more water than land, so if
we find a way to build underwater homes then we'll not have population problems." "That is a great
idea, Anushree." said Elena.
"I can't wait to be neighbors with jellyfishes." said Rossie.
"Hey friends, let your imagination fly.......anything is possible!" said Anushree.
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Mirrors
Smyan Sengupta (Grade 6)

One morning as I was brushing my
teeth and looking at my reflection in the mirror,
I leaned forward and was pulled into the mirror
by a strange force. Everything started to spin
really fast and I was in a purple cloud! As the
spinning slowed down, I fell out of the purple
cloud and the mirror into another dimension.
This was a strange place where everything was
backwards. People walked, talked and drove
backwards, and on the left side of the road. My
house was backwards too and someone who
looked like me was standing there. “Hi! I am
Smyan.” I introduced myself. “Hi! I am Nayms”,
said the boy. (That was MY name backwards!)
We became friends immediately and he taught
me everything about their world, including their
language - Hsilgne. I couldn’t find my way back
home and ended up staying there that night.
When I woke up the next morning, Nayms
handed me a scroll that had arrived in the mail
late at night. It said (in Hsilgne) “You have
entered a backwards dimension. The only way
to get back home is to wait for all your baby
teeth to fall out and your adult teeth to grow in.
Then you must brush the mirror you came
through with your toothbrush….” The bottom of
the scroll was ripped, and I understood that it
was only half of the whole message.

I had already lost fourteen of my baby
teeth before I fell into the mirror and needed to
lose the remaining before I could leave. With
nothing to do, I went with Nayms to their
loohcs (that’s school backwards). As soon as I
entered the building, I lost a baby tooth. I
wrapped it carefully in a piece of paper. By the
time I had my dinner, an adult tooth had grown
in. I was wondering what would be the best
place to leave the tooth for the tooth fairy,
when out of nowhere a box labeled HTEET
(teeth) appeared. Nayms asked me to put my
tooth in there and go to bed.
The next day when I returned from
loohcs, another letter was waiting for me in the
mail. It said (in Hsilgne), “You are going on an
adventure. Nayms is going with you. You will
have an automatic car. You will go through
three places. You must take your HTEET box
with you. You will figure out the rest of the
adventure as it unfolds.” I lost another tooth
after reading that letter, and as instructed, put
it in my HTEET box.
Just like last time, my adult tooth had grown in
overnight. As I looked outside, an odd-looking
car labeled RAC stopped right in front of Nayms’
house. Nayms got in on the side that was
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supposed to be the driver’s seat and I sat next
to him. It was an odd car indeed, where instead
of a steering wheel there were shelves on each
side and a GPS in the middle. I put my HTEET
box on a shelf and the RAC took off backwards!
Screechhhhhhh…. It came to a stop in front of
our first destination. The place was a maze full
of mirrors. As we made our way through it, I felt
another baby tooth wiggling, and it fell right out
by the time we reached the end of the maze. I
followed the usual pattern and put it in my
HTEET box, and got into the RAC waiting for us
at the end, and moved on towards our next
destination. The adult tooth was there already.

of all the empty HTEET boxes, and two portals,
one of which would get us out of the room.
Luckily we picked the correct one and stepped
out of the room. Just like all other instances, I
lost another baby tooth, put it in my HTEET box,
got in the RAC and there grew my adult tooth!
It was late night and the RAC dropped us off at
Nayms’ home and drove away. I was too tired
to think and fell asleep immediately.
I woke up the next morning, thinking
about that odd room, and that’s when I lost my
last baby tooth, and an adult tooth replaced it
instantly. Out of nowhere appeared a mail truck
and dropped off a letter that read (in Hsilgne)“You have completed your adventure. Now you
must go home through the mirror. Here is the
other half of the scroll.”

I was wondering what the next place
would look like, and saw an obstacle course
made of giant toothbrushes! Nayms and I got
out of the RAC and sprinted through the course
as fast as we could. No surprises, another baby
tooth wiggled and then fell off by the time we
made it to the end of the course. It went in my
HTEET box and we quickly got into the RAC that
always kept appeared at the right time, every
time. As it bounded backwards towards the
next destination, I felt the adult tooth growing
in! It was like magic!

The scroll was attached to the envelope
and had a rip on the top that matched the first
scroll perfectly! The following message was
scribbled on it in Hsilgne- “…After brushing the
mirror you must put your HTEET box in the
square hole that forms in the mirror. Then you
will return home to your dimension”. So I
brushed the mirror and put my HTEET box in
the hole. Everything started to spin really fast
and I was in a purple cloud again! As things
slowed down, I fell out of the purple cloud and
the mirror into my dimension.

As I was lost in my thoughts, Nayms
told me that we had arrived at our final
destination. I was so curious to see what it had
in hold, and what I got into was a giant room
full of teeth from other people’s HTEET boxes. I
had never seen so many teeth in my life! I
guessed my teeth would end up there as well.

Suddenly I heard my mom, she was
asking me to wake up and get ready for school. I
was in my bed! Was it all a dream, I wondered?
But as I sat up, the scroll with the ripped edge
sat right on my nightstand…. I had indeed been
in another dimension!! Tell me my friends, have
any of you ever been there? 

This was an easy course, and all we had
to do here was walk through the room. At the
other end of the room there was a giant box full
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What Pujo Is Really About
Ryana Sarcar (Grade 7)
To us Bengalis, Pujo is vivacious;
A billion lights illuminate the city,
The excitement is contagious.
To us Bengalis, Pujo is Mahisashur Mardini at 4,
This signifies Mahalaya—
And makes Kolkata festival galore!
To us Bengalis, Pujo is pandal-ey bhog,
And shopping all over town,
For dresses that are in vogue.
To us Bengalis, Pujo is the drumming of the dhak,
All day, all night,
DHIN TAK DHIN TAK!
Pujo is craning our necks to see the larger than life statues of God,
Such a sight can never fail,
To make people awed.
To us Bengalis, Pujo is bisarjan of the idol; deep underwater it will lay,
This marks the end of the festival, as everyone chants:
Aschey Bochor Abar Hobey!
But most of all, to us Bengalis, Pujo is a sense of unity,
And of victory over the evil, and of new beginnings,
And of pride for our Bengali community.
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Monsoon in Kolkata
Pallavi Datta (Grade 6)
A thin sheet
of fog is in the air
snaking its way
through the frenzied alleys
and swarming streets.
The bustling streets of Kolkata
are an explosion
of all hues,
the vivid palette of sarees,
the brightly painted buses,
the vibrant houses.
The chaotic alleys are
a coalescence of sounds
the boisterous honking of cars,
the frenzied conversations,
the tiny pitter patter
dissolving into the
roar
of the monsoon rain…
The shimmering silver waters
of the Hoogly
watch the hubbub,
soaking it all in
blending into
the
fog.
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Ki Oya
Gaurab Banerjee
In the northern, coastal regions of Japan,
there was a village by the name of Chikara. The
village was known for its serenity—a
peacefulness present in its cherry blossoms, its
beautiful monasteries, and its gentle people.

not fathom why all of the fastest growing trees
had been knocked down. They were thin, but
they had all climbed towards the sky so fast
during the last couple springs. He brushed it
aside as a coincidence.

Chikara was a little community, with a
few thousand closely-knit people. One of these
people was a young, tenacious boy named Hiro
who believed he was invincible. Hiro was just 7
years old and knew he was ready to be an adult.
He was ready to be independent and didn’t
understand why people still saw him as a child.
Hiro was the only one of his friends who already
knew how to ride a bike. If that didn’t show
people he was an adult, he didn’t know what
would.

Hiro’s parents decided to take him to
visit his cousins on the other side of the island.
But that year was a bad year for Chikara. In the
prime of fall, there was a terrible, terrible
typhoon. Many of the houses right on the coast
had been washed away. Hiro and his parents
rushed back to see if their friends and family
were okay. While his parents checked on their
family, Hiro bolted to Oya. He knew his friends
would be there. That’s always where they went
if there was any trouble.

Hiro spent much of his time outdoors,
near the foothills at the edge of his town. With
his friends, he would spend the day running
around, chasing animals, and climbing trees.
They would race to see who could climb the
tallest tree. But, there was only one tree that all
the children loved most. They named it Oya. Oya
was the only tree capable of holding all of them
at once. Oya wasn’t the tallest tree, nor did she
have the prettiest flowers. But Oya was old and
strong. Many afternoons were spent enjoying a
picnic on Oya.

Hiro gasped. Nearly every small tree had
been washed away and many of the remaining
tall trees had been knocked over. Oya was the
only tree standing and she was in shambles.
Many of Oya’s branches had cracked and a few
even lay broken on the ground. But in the many
hundreds of years Oya had weathered, she had
grown her branches unlike any of the young
trees. All of her branches were crisscrossed and
now in her time of distress, she was able to stay
afloat. The branches which had cracked were
resting on the branches below themselves. Hiro
and his friends knew that the cracked branches
would now have a chance to heal and grow
stronger than ever.

But once summer ended, there was an
earthquake. Some of the buildings were
damaged, but no one was hurt. Hiro and his
friends ran to Oya to see if she was still standing.
There had been a rockslide and many of the tall,
thin trees around Oya had been knocked over.
Hiro and his friends were delighted to see Oya
still standing, strong as the first day they had
climbed her. Hiro was excited, too, but he could

But Oya wasn’t just supporting herself.
Of the tall trees that been knocked over, some
had come to rest on Oya with half of their roots
pulled out the grounds. Oya, with her age and
experience had grown slowly - strong and thick
20
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to last long. But the younger, taller trees now
needed her support.

Perhaps, tall trees were fun to go explore; but,
Oya was the one that the younger trees looked
to for support. For Oya had weathered many
storms and would weather many more.

Hiro saw Oya and thought back to his
parents. Perhaps Oya was on to something.

Homework
Gaurab Banerjee
For the 13 th time,
I started another school year.
For the 50 th time,
I met a new class teacher.
But she was different—
Just something about her.
She pronounced all our names right,
She told us she trusted us,
She told us we could go to the bathroom
(Without asking for permission first!)
But,
Then she dropped the news—
The news that made our worlds spin:
She proclaimed, “I don’t believe in homework.”
Where has she been all our lives,
When we’ve felt sick, but still had to do homework.
Where has she been all those nights,
When we’ve had three tests, two papers, and “An Objective
Analysis of Shakespeare’s Best Aphorisms”—
all due the next morning.
All those sleepless nights when we would have agreed:
“We don’t believe in homework!”
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How Good Is a ‘Good Excuse’?
Aditya Chakrabarti
You are shifting your weight from one foot to
the other, chewing shiftily on the frayed end of
your pencil as you watch the precious few
seconds trickle by. All that is left to do is to
delve into the depths of your mind and search,
seek and strive to find that glorious, iron clad
reason that will help you glide smoothly past
this beastly obstacle on your path to academic
success.

saved you! The good excuse. The perfect
excuse.
A universal definition for the word
excuse is – an explanation offered to justify or
obtain forgiveness. The addition of the word
good to the phrase alters the definition. The
phrase can be defined as – to provide sufficient
reason to obtain exemption or release from the
fault.

You rock back and forth in your seat
while you stare fixatedly at the second hand of
your watch which is spinning incessantly –
surely at the speed of light, when suddenly –
something falls into place.

In tune with this definition is the
quotation “And oftentimes excusing of a fault
doth make the fault the worse by the excuse”,
by William Shakespeare. Shakespeare is trying
to establish the fact that this quote is an
accurate interpretation of the significance of a
good excuse, which is to apply reason to justify
something that may be morally incorrect and be
considered a fault.

A blind sense of euphoria erupts in you
as the bell finally rings, signaling the end of your
long wait and the commencement of the
dreaded class. Pandemonium reigns around you
as everyone rushes to their classes. You ignore
the ashen faces of your classmates as they try
to catch your eye and connect with you; try to
find solace in the fact that you, like them have
failed in the horribly daunting task of writing a 3
page long extended definition that ironically,
was assigned a month ago.

When we think of the good excuse, we
tend to think in terms of the cliché where the
smart student tends to escape with impunity,
the repercussions involved in not handing in
their homework as depicted by the
aforementioned scenario. However, the good
excuse also has various applications at the
highest levels of the social spectrum; and
shockingly, even at the global level.

As you stride confidently towards your
classroom with your classmates shuffling in
devastation in your wake, you reassess the fact
that a single, minute loophole in the teacher’s
instructions is enough to save you from the fate
that faces so many of your contemporaries.

One example where the good excuse is
most prevalent is in the court of law. For
instance, there was a case in the New York
Times where a celebrity was arrested for drunk
driving. The celebrity was found to be more
than one and a half times over the drink-drive
limit. The celebrity, who was defended by a
famous lawyer, affectionately known as "Mr.
Loophole", said that her alcohol level was
distorted because she was taking an antibiotic
for cystitis. This reason was enough for the
celebrity to escape, with impunity, the

The teacher prowls amongst the
anxious students, her gradebook ready, her
hand tracing the letter F in the air, when you
stride up to her and carefully explain that
minute, nearly insignificant detail that enables
you to utter the blessed words, “That is the
reason why I cannot submit my essay.” It works!
The teacher asks you to hand it in the next day
and you secretly punch the air in triumph. It
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repercussions involved with breaking the
federal/state law.

good excuse. Hence the term ‘good excuse’ can
be observed as an oxymoron. Interestingly, a
bad excuse is also applied to escape the
repercussions associated with a fault,
conversely, since the purpose is usually not
achieved, is a bad excuse morally sound?
Therefore, considering that the good excuse is
morally unsound, are they both now morally
unsound?

Contrariwise, in an alternative scenario
to the one associated with the celebrity, if the
lawyer did manage to find the loophole but the
reasoning behind the loophole did not justify
the actions of the celebrity, this would be an
example of a bad excuse.
When compared to a good excuse, the
bad one can be defined as - to provide
insufficient reason to obtain exemption or
release from the fault.

These are questions to which the
answer depends on the perspective of each
individual and their relation to the community.
For example, a person who has no real and
compassionate relation with the community will
consider the bad excuse to be morally sound as
the person is being punished for his/her wrong
doing. The individual will react based on the
consequence and not the action.

In psychological terms, making excuses
is a defense mechanism in which perceived
controversial behaviors or feelings are logically
justified and explained in a rational or logical
manner in order to avoid any true explanation,
and are made admirable and superior – by all
plausible means.

However, a person who cares deeply
for his/her community will consider both
excuses as morally unsound as any form of
encouragement that will imply otherwise could
lead to harm caused to the community as the
community, as a whole is being deceived by an
individual.

However, if the logic behind the action
is not very strong, there is almost no chance of
an action specified in the excuse (for example:
the dog eating the homework) being accepted.
Here, an excuse fails to qualify as an
appropriate defense mechanism and can be
considered a bad excuse.

In essence, as in the case of the smart
student and the lawyer, there are several other
applications of the good excuse to provide
sufficient reason, often in the form of a
miniscule gap in logic, to acquire discharge or
release from their numerous faults. However,
this is still a deception of the truth and is
morally undesirable.

A question that arises when discussing
good and bad excuses is the significance of
these types of excuses with respect to morality.
If a good excuse is applied to escape a related
fault, then it is not morally sound to make a
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At the Window…
Madhumita Goswami
The lights caught her first. They made
the window glow with elfin colors, warming the
foggy glass, spreading soft light out into the
cold street, pulling her in, grabbing her
attention, widening her eyes. She pulled her
face up against the wet glass, her weight
pushing down through her straight arms on to
the sill as she balanced on the tip of her toes,
resting on the edge of her heavy shoes’ rubber
soles. The cold and the snow and the ice
seemed to disappear as she peered inside.

stroking their mustaches and cracking their
whips as their dark and furry lions licked their
chops.
Behind the lions were tigers, and a
small girl in a blue costume balancing on a ball,
and a man with no hair throwing balls in the air,
and all around were clowns falling and bending,
racing and sitting. There were rotund men
pulling on ropes, and a horse refusing to be
pulled out of its box, and a gorilla, and a giraffe.
There were kids watching from the top of cargo
boxes, and people in suits and hats climbing
down from a Greyhound bus as the porter
pulled out their bags.

The lights were stars in a display of old
toys, wispy glints in the sky above a circus
parade getting ready to board a huge rustdented steam ship. Elephants lead the way,
their cardboard tusks carving forward as their
paper trunks wiggled in the air, proclaiming
their exotic music. Next came monkeys, twelve
in a row, with long arms past their feet and
small red fezzes perched between their big
ears; and then there was the ringmaster, round
as a pumpkin, and just as bright. More people
were dancing behind, acrobats twirling forward
hand to ankle and ankle to hand, lion tamers

She saw it all, from end to end, from
front to back, from elephant to monkey, from
monkey to tiger, from tiger to greyhound. At
each new piece she took a short breath and
smiled, and she glowed brighter than the stars,
and she rubbed away her breath from the glass.
Then it was time to go. She took one last glance
at the lights, let her weight fall back to her feet,
and caught up with her mother at the street
corner.
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A Hug in a Cup
Madhumita Goswami
There is something typical about early
mornings in most Indian households. A little
before dawn sets in, the lady of the house
jumps out of bed, slips her feet into her
chappals and immediately rushes into the
kitchen to begin her daily warming-up ritual:
put the water in a kettle to boil, sprinkle in
some black tea, pour milk, add sugar (and
perhaps some ginger or cardamom for extra
flavor) and let the dance of cha-cha-chai begin.
While she may then choose to brush, wash,
bathe, walk, jog or pray, the tea continues to
brew slyly in the pot, losing its virgin golden
color to turn copper black and then blending
with other ingredients to assume the
burlywood hues of typical Indian masala-chai.
She pours it into cups, ready to greet her loved
ones with a good morning and a cup of tea,
either in bed or at the dining table.

secret promise to ourselves to adopt the
forbidden drink as early as we could.
Today, my love of tea extends beyond
the taste and ritual of it. It is as much about the
magical stories and memories that get spun
around cups of tea.
Our numerous train journeys invariably
began with a tea vendor on the railway
platform shouting in one particular musical
note, "Chai, garam chai!" He'd serve the chai in
a piping hot kulhar (clay cup); the man was
always in such a hurry that he would often run
parallel to a moving train, literally snatching
change from our hands and hopping like
Spiderman from one bogie to another. I can
almost smell the aroma coming from that clay
pot. It was a constant companion to the friendly
gossip, conversations with strangers and
offerings of snacks that were such a staple of
train journeys.

For some, the most magical properties
of the drink appear in its perfect timing and
temperature. I remember my grandfather
driving the whole house crazy if he wasn't
served tea on time and piping hot, along with a
Bengali national daily (Anandabazar Patrika). If
this ritual failed, his bowels would revolt and
he'd be quite incapable of producing a
satisfactory movement. Tea was probably the
only laxative he knew of in his entire life.

The other day, a friend who happens to
be tea-hater, picked an argument with me over
my habit of downing five cups of cha a day. She
was horrified! She probably thought I was trying
to battle depression with my addiction to tea.
And perhaps, yes, tea did serve an emotional
purpose, connected as it is to so many
memories and narratives.

As little kids, tea made us furious. We'd
watch in envy as the adults sat together at
dawn, chatting about their plans for their day,
sipping their tea and occasionally dunking Marie
arrowroot biscuits into the brew. We
youngsters had to make do with some
distasteful health drink with hot milk, signed off
with an elder's instruction: "You can have tea
only once you're grown up." We'd lay out our
sour grapes on the table: "It'll ruin their
complexion," or "It tastes so bitter," or even
virtuously proclaim "Good children don't." This,
when a rebellious few of us had already made a

Narratives of bonds getting stronger
during preparations for competitive entrance
exams in which a few of us would study the
whole night, protected from exhaustion by
countless tea breaks. Like the maddening
rehearsal days of campus theatre in which we
spent weeks learning dialogues, making props
and marketing our 'play' in the city suburbs,
over sips of warm cutting chai with samosas. Of
those endless chat (read gossip) sessions in our
college canteen.
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Narratives of my drawing room in which
guests are allowed to pop in at any time, day or
night, for a cup of tea to ease them into venting
bottled-up feelings. How about the métier of a
smart deal sealed between corporate
executives over high tea over days and weeks?
How can I not see the priceless guffaws of
granny and her friends who sit sipping sugarfree (or sugarless) tea in our colony's park on a
sunny winter day, cracking juvenile jokes? Or
those tears of joy that well up in a mother's eye
who when returns fagged from office is greeted
by her child asking, "You look tired! Want some
tea?"

transformed itself from beverage to medicine to
health supplement.

Green for slimming, herbal for
health, white for gourmets, Oolong for burning
fat, black for caffeine, lemon ginger for
immunity, 'kadha' for decongestion, chamomile-jasmine for flavors. I
didn't even realize when the regular tea

So while our Hon'ble Prime Minister
chooses Chai pe Charcha as part of his foreign
policy arsenal, I choose to enjoy sips in solitude
with my fountain pen and paper. Yet, we both,
like so many other Indians, are bound by a
common elixir.

While I sit here on a spring day - when
there is summer in the light and winter in the
shade -- to write about my trysts with tea, the
mountains of Munnar and Darjeeling are
covered with a green carpet of tea plants
basking to beauty under the sun, getting
caressed by the gentle winds and glistening
with dew drops every morning. One day, these
tea leaves from the hills will make their way to
countless homes; become a part of so many
people's memories.
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Pintu and Halley’s Comet
Pabitra Chakrabarti

Halley’s Comet was probably crossing
the planet Jupiter or Mars and heading home
(the Earth) when Pintu and I met for the first
time. On my way back from the Children’s
Library, I walked past Udaipur Town Hall,
crossed the farmers’ market and stopped by
Pintu’s savories cart (“chanachurer gari”) near
the Black berry tree (Jaam-tala) to return his
‘hello’ and chat for a while.

visits, slowly developed into a game between
us: guessing and marveling at what was going
on in India, with the years of the comet’s visits
serving as mileposts.
For instance, astronomers found
mention of the comet approach in ancient texts
way back in 466 BC. In India, King Ajatashatru
was then reigning supreme in Magadha.
Contemporary of both Gautam Buddha and
Bhagavan Mahavir, Ajatashatru imprisoned and
possibly killed his father King Bimbisara. To our
surprise, Pintu and I read that fate had a similar
twist of justice for Ajatashatru: he was killed by
his own son Udayabhadra.

There were couple of story books in my
bag and the one on Halley’s Comet caught our
fancy. In no time, an unequal friendship was
forged over the book. The most famous of the
short-period comets (200 years or less), visible
to the naked eye, had apparently been
something like a companion throughout human
history, popping up time and again in historical
records as though to meet us, humans and
silently enquire how well we have progressed.
Its 76-year circuit means everyone can hope to
see it at least once during his/her lifetime.

Chinese scholars noted the passage of
the comet in 240 BC. Twenty years after the
Kalinga war, Maurya King Ashoka was then
ruling at Pataliputra. Pintu and I wondered what
exactly might have happened during the war
that changed not only Asoka’s heart but the
history of the whole subcontinent. Sadly, like
many other times, we couldn’t complete that
friendly debate that evening - perhaps a
customer came up or Pintu had to attend some
other fellow vendor’s request for a lamp or
some kerosene or some other reason like that.

Our friendship might have been
unequal but nothing improbable. We shared
our age, passions and most importantly, our
penchant for good stories. So, what began as a
wonderment about the comet and its repeat
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Halley didn't live to see that he was correct, but
the comet named after him, granted him
immortality. In Bengal, it was perhaps the same
time around when the last independent ruler of
Bengal, Siraz ud-Daulah lost the battle at
Plassey, signaling a long night of misery that
would last past the next two visits of the comet
(1835 and 1910).

Once we talked about the closest
approach of Halley's Comet in 837 CE, it coming
within 3.2 million miles of Earth. That was only
about ten times the distance between the Earth
and the Moon, and its tail would have stretched
across about a third of the night sky. The comet
made the ancient equivalent of international
news, showing up in records from Japan, China,
the Middle East, and northern Europe. Pintu
and I tallied that this visit of the comet must
have been a hot topic for discussion for the
academicians in Vikramashila and Nalanda
Universities, as well as in the royal court of
Devapal, one of the most famous kings of
Bengal.

By the way, there was one famous
celebrity who had the rare fortune of
witnessing both of these two visits of the
comet: Mark Twain. The legendary humorist
was born two weeks after the comet appeared
in 1835, and he said that it would be the
greatest disappointment if he didn't die when it
returned in 1910. Twain died on April 21, 1910,
one day after the comet emerged from the far
side of the Sun.

May be Pintu was a roadside vendor;
may be, there was tacit disapproval at home
about my standing there in an open
marketplace and chatting with him. Still, I can
cross my heart and assure you that till date, I
haven’t seen many other boys of my age who
are more polite, well-behaved and broadminded than Pintu was.

As we chatted on, Pintu would often
offer me his tasty, hot chanachur in a large
paper cone - perhaps to get some more time for
the stories, or to quench his thirst for books, or
just as a token of true friendship. Eating
roadside chanachur, in my household was bad
for health, and eating it free from a poor vendor
was a crime. So I would often say ‘no’ and make
some excuse to leave.

Going back in time, human history
progressed at its own pace and there were
more and more stories and information
available for us to imagine our time travels. The
comet's most celebrated appearance in 1066
was not quite as close as the 837 appearance,
but it was a remarkable sight, four times bigger
than Venus and about a fourth as bright as the
Moon. In India, the Chola dynasty was at the
peak of its glory then. Was the comet noticed
and greeted by Buddhamitra, the famous
Mahayana Bhikkhu who was synthesizing a
famous grammatical work on Tamil and
Sanskrit, “Virasoliyam”, under the patronage of
King Virarajendra Chola?

It was in 1910 that the comet passed
British India for the second time and that
appearance was particularly spectacular. The
comet flew by about 13.9 million miles (22.4
million kilometers) from Earth, which is about
1/15 the distance between Earth and the Sun.
On that occasion, Halley's Comet was captured
on camera for the first time. In India/Bengal,
this was the time when Sister Nivedita was
penning beautiful stories on her Guru Swami
Vivekananda’s thoughts, life and mystical
experiences. Those stories came out in her book
“The Master as I saw him”.

Centuries later, the comet’s visit in
1758 proved the British astronomer Edmond
Halley correct. Halley had demonstrated that
the comets of 1456, 1531, 1607, and 1682 were
all one and the same object. He prophesied in
1705 that the comet would return in 1758.

In spite of all our heart-warming
discussions weaving history and science and
people, common and uncommon, there was
always a shade of sadness on Pintu’s face as we
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used to say ‘bye’. Was it the last glint of the
setting Sun filtering through the berry-tree or
was it something else? Hardly did I understand
then! But knowing from my own kids and many
other kids today, it was perhaps the pain of
unfinished stories that saddened him most –
the endings he would never remember to ask
anyone or get to read for himself. In the few
moments of interlude we used to have, best
stories of the world could only wake up to their
first suspenseful beginning. And by the time
they warmed up, it was time for us to part.

happened earlier: they could send up
spaceships to get a look up close at the comet.
Tragically, the ill-fated Challenger shuttle, slated
to investigate the comet for NASA, exploded
few minutes after its launch due to a rocket
malfunction. So it fell on the rest of the socalled ‘Halley Armada’, made up of Soviet
Union, European, and Japanese probes, to
investigate the comet, with one of them
capturing pictures of the heart or nucleus of the
comet for the first time.
These days, Halley's Comet can be
found in the outer solar system, its eccentric
orbit taking it far from the orbital plane on
which the planets revolve. We know for sure
that the comet will be back in 2061. Those who
weren't around in 1986, have got another 45
years to wait. The wait will be worth it because
that appearance will be quite a bit more
impressive than the 1986 vintage.

Unlike an average child’s rightful delight
with story books in a library or at home, Pintu’s
one-way evenings only brought him back from
the haunted houses where the first screechy
scares and the blood curdling howls would be
agonizingly waiting for moonrise behind the
bamboo thickets; or - from the bhoolbhooloaiya-s of Lucknow where the sleuth
himself would be hiding the emperor’s ring in a
secret wall-niche; or - from the mysterious
islands where giant footprints on the sea-shore
would be leading the ship-wrecked sailors to
the skull-cave … . All such ‘end’-less half stories,
perhaps ferried Pintu only back to the banks of
rupee-anna-pai, mini-mountains of chopped
onions and green chillies, and Goldilock’s
enigma over ‘large/ medium/ small’ - of paper
cones and salt sachets.

In all likelihood, neither Pintu nor I shall
be around then. Human civilization will surely
move ahead and free up childhood evenings
from vending chanachur. Digital technology will
spawn newer, cheaper progenies of Kindles and
iPads and bring the whole Library and her best
stories to the children. In that future world, if
one of Pintu’s granddaughters goes up and
hitches a ride with this special comet, it will be a
spectacular turn in human history and a
surprise gift for our celestial friend.

The comet returned in 1986 and people
had one thing going this time that had never

(Source courtesy: Isaac Asimov and several websites on Internet)
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Didn’t Pull A Socrates!
Sikha Datta (Jan 13 th, 2010)
I’ve never owned anything!
House, cars, him and the kids
Sincere or careless; be that as it may,
The package deal came with a piece of lime!
And there it was! A moment;
which has been seized for me,
to etch and glaze on my epitaph,
to gently tarnish over time!
To be-thou it, or to be-thou not?
The question was served with a glass of wine.
No, I wasn’t an actor as Socrates!
Sophistic! Greek hero! Or an obnoxious old geek!
Bravery was out of the question,
for my moment was much too sleek!
So, I gazed at my glass, cold, crisp and clear;
and yet with an antique flare
Poisonous! Yet innocent, cautiously aged over time!
Socrates, Mocrates, Greek hero or not;
had He have a chance; would He have fled or not?
Thusly, the question kept rambling through my mind!
And hence, I raised my glass of hemlock,
with a kiss of death sealed the moment in a deadlock;
to behold; and forever call it mine!
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Utsav at NABC
Compiled by Sumit Bose
The North American Bengali Conference, also known as NABC was held at the Madison Square Garden,
New York from July 1-3, 2016. Few of our Utsav members were present to “celebrate Bengali culture,
highlight Bengal’s diverse arts and crafts, showcase industry and help build its global profile.” (quoted
from its website: http://www.nabc2016.com/bangasammelan.html). Here we highlight responses from
a few members when were asked about this conference.
Member 1: Soma De
1) With whom did you travel: We attended with our daughter.
2) Number of days you were there: We stayed for the whole program, three days.
3) What were your objectives to attend NABC:
Mainly, Bengali cultural program. And I love being in New York City as that was my home for
couple of years.
4) Please tell 3 things you enjoyed most and briefly explain:
a. Cultural program: All the classical programs (dance, vocal and instrumental), baul songs,
aadhunik songs. Most of these programs I always wanted to attend, but never had an
opportunity.
b. Loved seeing all the colorful sarees on the streets of NYC while walking to the venues. It went
well with the cultural diversity of the city.
c. Listening to the program till 12:30 am or 1 am in the night and then taking walk in the city;
brought back many old memories.
From Pallavi’s perspective, she liked the freedom of moving from one hall to another. She also
liked the colorful, vibrant inaugurating dance item by Pandit Birju Maharaj and his troupe.
5) Please tell 2 things you thought could have been better:
a. Management: I understand it was a huge event; but they should have been prepared. Some
part of the registration process could have been done earlier.
b. Venue assignment: Organizers kept some programs at the Madison Square Gardens that
actually did not deserve to be there. We shouldn’t give in to the corporate sponsorship. For
example, Kaushiki Chakrabarty’s program should have been at the MSG; but it was moved to
a smaller venue, Pennsylvania Ballroom at the Hotel Pennsylvania which was overcrowded
and at one point it had to be closed to the public. We were lucky enough to be there early.
c. Time allocation: Organizers didn’t allocate time for each event properly; as a result, some
programs were stopped during the performance due to the shortage of time, or cancelled
altogether.
6) Any special experience/story you like to share:
We were very fortunate to spend some time with Pt. Birju Maharaj in his hotel room. One of my
friends in NYC area is a disciple of Pt. Birju Maharaj and a well-known kathak dancer and teacher
herself. She and her family were in-charge of his stay in NY. I was very interested in meeting him
as I had been hearing and learning about him since my childhood. One of the precious moments
for me is when my friend mentioned that I was also a serious kathak dancer once upon a time.
He asked me my teacher's name. He immediately recognized her. I would always cherish that
moment.
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7) Will you consider attending NABC 2017?
Hmmm. Generally, I would love to; but most likely not because of the distance (it will be in San
Francisco). It also depends on the program.
8) Do you think Utsav Albany can host a future NABC? If so, how to make it happen?
I want to be optimistic; but still I would say ‘no’. Our Bengali community is not large enough to
organize an event of such scale. It would require lots of volunteers. On the other hand, a place
like Albany would be a good choice as it’s a small city, just three hours away from two important
cities New York and Boston and well connected with most cities by flight. It would be easier to
find venues and it would be cost-effective too. May be someday we will grow big enough to
organize NABC!
Member 2: Koushik Kar
1) With whom did you travel: With family, including parents
2) Number of days you were there: 3 days
3) What were your objectives to attend NABC:
This was the first time we attended NABC, so didn’t know what to expect. The lineup of the
performers looked impressive, and we thought that watching them performing live would be
exciting!
4) Please tell 3 things you enjoyed most and briefly explain:
I had to miss out on many items I wanted to attend due to scheduling conflicts. Of those I
attended, quite a few performances were very good. The best in my list would be
a.
The classical fusion performance led by L. Subaramaniam and Kavita Krishnamurthy –
Subramaniam was amazing as usual, and it was a well-organized group performance.
b.
The Sunidhi Chauhan show – I had low expectations going in, but was pleasantly
entertained. Sunidhi’s four line of Rabindrasangeet was a revelation!
c.
Some of the performances by local talent (mostly from NJ) such as ‘Ganga’ and
‘Tandrahin Shahor’ – these were creatively composed and well executed.
5) Please tell 2 things you thought could have been better:
The management could have been much better. In particular, these are the two items that could
have been improved:
a.
The registration process was very poorly managed, and led to unnecessary check-in
delay and harassment of many attendees.
b.
The venue choices for the different programs were not done in accordance with the
expected turnouts. Some programs by well-known performers were scheduled in a
ballroom, and many attendees had to be turned away due to inadequate space.
6) Any special experience/story you like to share:
NABC allowed us to meet some relatives and old friends after many years!
7) Will you consider attending NABC 2017?
Yes, we enjoyed it overall, and would like to attend NABC when it is held again in the northeast.
8) Do you think Utsav Albany can host a future NABC? If so, how to make it happen?
No. Albany is not strategically located to attract a number of attendees large enough to offset
the event cost. Further, Utsav does not have the manpower to host such a large event.
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Member 3: Sumit Bose
1) With whom did you travel: With M&M…
2) Number of days you were there: 3 days
3) What were your objectives to attend NABC:
a. Seeing some good Bangla programs, expose our daughter to that
b. Meet old friends and a relative of Mohua
c. Experience New York
4) Please tell 3 things you enjoyed most and briefly explain:
a. Sitting in Madison Square Garden auditorium among multitude of “Bongs”
b. Meeting one of my best friends and few other old classmates after several years and
having some good conversation
c. An impromptu late night meet with few friends from Albany and having some adda and
a drink.
5) Please tell 2 things you thought could have been better:
a. Co-location of the halls, even though it’s hard to get such a place in NYC
b. Better food arrangements, rather than just the food trucks
6) Any special experience/story you like to share:
a. Hearing few lines of Rabindrasangeet amidst a mesmerizing performance by Sunidhi
Chauhan gave some goosebumps. Enjoyed live sharing of that whole experience with a
few friends (from Albany as well as old classmates) sitting close by (via chat).
b. Watching Parambrata and Aabir taking selfies in the night with the Empire State
Building backdrop within 10 ft. of where we were walking without any fans chasing them
was funny.
7) Will you consider attending NABC 2017?
Yes, but only if I get a business trip or a conference to go at the vicinity of Santa Clara.
8) Do you think Utsav Albany can host a future NABC? If so, how to make it happen?
With all the known odds mentioned by Soma & Koushik, let me thing of some wild ideas.
Only way to make this happen is if many impossible things happen together! For
example, if we can motivate and engage volunteers from smaller Bengali communities
like Binghamton, Vermont, Syracuse, Ithaca etc. coming here and working together with
Utsav, negotiating good deals from an airline coming from a known hub (say Chicago or
Detroit or Atlanta) and selling the serenity and abundant natural beauty of our area.
Need a lot of work from lot of people from a wider geographic span overcoming “narrow
domestic walls…”  Easier said, than done, eh??
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Member 4: Indranil Banerjee
1) With whom did you travel: Spouse, Child, Parents-in-law
2) Number of days you were there: 4
3) What were your objectives to attend NABC:
It was to experience my cultural roots sitting in a foreign land. Incidentally, this was my first
NABC experience. The fact that I would be able to meet some long lost friends and relatives
also enticed me to make the trip.
4) Please tell 3 things you enjoyed most and briefly explain:
a. Of course, the ambience and the adda in the coffee shop at New Yorker Hotel. Meeting
so many different people from all parts of the country was wonderful. I had a wonderful
session late into the night with many of the renowned singers, poets and artists on the
second day of the event at the hotel lobby.
b. The exhibition of colorful sarees and kurtas in Times Square. I was overjoyed to see such
a resplendent display of our cultural heritage at the center of the world. All eyes and
heads were turning to see the breath-taking display of beauty and elegance. I am now
convinced that Bengali women look the most gorgeous in a saree.
c. The lights and sound of Madison Square Garden and Hammerstein. The ambiance was
bringing out the heritage, history and past glory of MSG.
d. Eating egg roll sitting on a sidewalk on 8 th Avenue at midnight. A different kind of feeling
experiencing it for the first time in this country after so many years. Brought lots of old
memories.
e. Sunidhi Chauhan – what else do I say. Her poise, voice and red dress were magical and
mesmerizing.
5) Please tell 2 things you thought could have been better:
a. Organization, Management, Communication – We Bengalis thrive in chaos, but
sometimes the sheer ineptitude of the organizers and the inconvenience they were
causing to performers and audience both were too much to bear. I felt that the main
sponsor was dictating the terms of the event. I was flabbergasted and ashamed to see
an amateur artist from Assam perform prime time at Madison Square Garden while an
esteemed singer like Kaushiki Chakraborty and Raghab Chatterjee were pushed around
to a small banquet in one of the less recognized hotels.
b. Art and Artists of Bengal – We come from a land which has music on its soul. But, our art
and architecture has an equally illustrious background. I was pained to see the artists
and other artisans pushed to one corner of an uncrowded banquet without any
information to the delegates about their existence. As a result, most of us were not
aware of their coordinates until the very last minute and those poor souls gathered dust
and bitter memories.
6) Any special experience/story you like to share:
a. I heard stories from my dad’s generation about small pieces of paper notes being the
only mode of written communication in the absence of email and chats, particularly in
an office type environment. I was amazed and amused to see that the organizers were
using that age old tradition in re-registration of already registered delegates without an
iota of concern towards the confusion , frustration and deliberation it was causing to the
delegates coming in from far away with children and seniors in tow standing in line for
hours late at night. I then realized over the course of the three days that the whole event
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required an infusion of fresh ideas and enthusiasm from the new age to make it a
success in the coming years. In fact, the organizers should go back to the drawing board
and think of re-engineering their whole thought process in order to be relevant and
attractive to the millennials and gen –x. Otherwise , these types of events will be the sole
resort of the previous generation only. I believe this is true for our immediate
environment too.
b. I found the stars, the male ones, all of them, to be extremely well dressed, well-groomed
and charismatic giving the New Yorkers a run for their money. The women stars on the
other hand, were trying hard to be sophisticated and suave but not with too much of
success.
7) Will you consider attending NABC 2017? Maybe, not decided.
8) Do you think Utsav Albany can host a future NABC? If so, how to make it happen?
No, not possible. We do not have the scale, temperament and infrastructure to hold such an
event. There are no good hotels of scale to host so many people from outside. The airport is
also small and the mindset of the people too self-centered to make an event of this scale to be
a success.
Feel free to contact other Utsav members, viz. Rajib and Pallavi Datta, Poulomi Basu and Oishee
Kar, Mohua and Mihita Bose, Sangeeta and Ishan Banerjee, Pabitra, Reshmi and Anushree
Chakrabarti, Subrata and Piyali Mukherjee, Ratna Sarkar and Nilanjana De to hear their
perspectives. Some of them have posted their comments and pictures in their Facebook pages
as well. Lots of online information available including daily reports from Anandabazar and other
Bengali newspapers.
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Recipe: Morog Polao
Reshmi Chakrabarti
Durga puja is not only about puja and bhakti. It is equally well about ‘khabar dabar’ and ‘mishti’. One
main attraction of ‘pandal hopping’ and ‘pujo parikrama’ is to sample delicious foods across the town. In
those thoughts of food, here is a mouth-watering recipe to relish during those puja days:
Ingredients for the Polao:
Gobindobhog rice (1 cup), water (1 cup), milk (1 cup), cashew, kismis, salt, sugar, ghee, tejpata,
whole spices such as pepper corn, cardamom, darchini, cloves.
Ingredients for the Chicken:
Two chickens, 500-600 gms each, (without feathers). Each chicken to be cut into two large
breast pieces and two large leg pieces. One medium bowl of milk, one medium bowl grated
coconut, one medium bowl onion paste, one medium bowl ginger paste, one medium bowl
garlic paste, red chilli powder, garam masala powder, fresh whole red chilli and fresh whole
green chilli and two table-spoons of ghee.
Preparation of the Polao:
Heat oil in a pan, add two bay-leaves and add the crushed whole spices. Then add one bowl of
water and add little less than one bowl of milk, some cashew and some kismis and some salt to
taste. Add some sugar to taste. Mix all of these together and add the washed and soaked
Gobindobhog rice. Cover and simmer. After about 10 min, add two to three teaspoons of ghee
and mix thoroughly. Cover and cook till done. It will emit a delicious aroma.
Preparation of the Chicken:
Add some white oil into the pan and heat for some time. Add four tablespoons of onion paste
and four tablespoons of grated coconut. Stir till oil comes up. To it, add two teaspoons of ginger
and two teaspoons of garlic paste. Add sugar to taste and then add salt to taste and one
teaspoon of ghee. Mix it all together and fry till the oil comes up. If it dries up, add little bit of
water. Next, add the chicken pieces and mix the spices along with the chicken pieces. Cover and
cook in low flame. After the chicken is almost cooked, lastly add the milk, garam masala, the
whole red chillis and the green chillis and add another teaspoon of ghee. Cook till done.
Plating:
This has a special plating technique. Take a serving plate. Put two tablespoons of polao and
spread it evenly on the plate. You can serve it any shape you want. Next put two chicken pieces,
one leg piece and one breast piece, one above the other, over the polao. Spread some gravy
over the chickens. Garnish with a few left-over fresh green and red chillis and your Morog Polao
is done. Enjoy.
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সর্বজ নীন
ভোস্কর প্রসনগুপ্ত
প্রমরের দল তু রলোে প্র েঁজো
বশউবল ফুল বশবশর প্রভজো

্বলর প্রমোর প্রদোতলো র্ো ী
সদয প্রফোটো নতু ন শো ী

ু রজো সংখ্যো, প্রর্োনোস র্ো ধোর

প্রসরজো েোেো মুলরর্ েোন

নতু ন ্োন আর ু রজোর র্োজোর।

সোমরল ঠোেুর প্রদখ্োর প্লযোন।

ু রজোে চোই নতু ন জু রতো

মোত্র বেছু র্ছর আর্

স্কুল োলোরনোর নোনোন ছুরতো

এই ভোরর্রতই আসরতো ু রজো

েোলী টেো েযো ব স্তল

এখ্ন র্োরজ অনয র্ীন্

মোমোর র্ো ী সদলর্ল।

প্রর্মন ভোরর্ র্দরলরছ বদন।

ঠোেুরদোলোন েুরমোরটু বল

এর্ছরও আসরর্ ু রজো

চোেঁদো-র রবশদ, ঢোরের র্ুবল

েোরশর র্রন শরৎ সোরজ,

র্ীররন ভদ্র, র্োজরলো প্রর্ সু র

মরনর মরধয প্রসই ু ররোরনো

প্রফেোরলী প্রপ্লস ু রী মধু ু র।

শোরদীেো-র র্োবদয র্োরজ।

|| শুভ শোরদীেোর শুরভচ্ছো ||
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বর্শ্বজনীন দু র্বো ৎসর্
বর্প্লর্ র্রণ রোে মজু মদোর
র্োঙোবলর দু র্বোৎসর্ আজ আর র্োঙোবলর

বরসীমোর মরধয আর্দ্ধ নে। র্োংলোর র্োইরর র্সর্োসেোরী র্োঙোবলরোও এই

আ ন আ ন মরনর বমলরন বমলরনোৎসর্ রূর উদর্ো ন েররছ । তোই, বমলরনর েলররর্ প্রভরস র্োে ধরমবর র্োেঁধন,
নোনো ভোষোভোষীর প্রভদোরভদ । নোনো ররঙ নোনো অলঙ্কোররর উ োচোরর সোেবে হরে ওরঠ সর্বজনীন দু র্বোৎসর্ ।
ের্োরস শোররদোৎসর্ র্োঙোবলর সংস্কৃবতর উজ্জ্বল েেোশ ও ঐরেযর আহ্বোন। তোই প্রদখ্ো র্োে, বদল্লী, মুম্বোই, প্রচন্নোই,
েভৃবত শহর ছোব রে ৃ বের্ীর নোনো শহরর সো ম্বর আরেোবজত হরচ্ছ এই দু র্বোৎসর্।
েলেোতো শহররর দু র্বোৎসরর্র সমে সমগ্র শহর - উত্তর, দবিণ, ূ র্ব, বিরম এে আনন্দ ন্রর রূ োন্তবরত হে।
সেোল প্রেরে আরম্ভ েরর সোরো রোবত্রর্যো ী

যোরেরল

যোরেরল েবতমো ও সোজ-সজ্জো প্রদখ্োর জনয র্হু মোনু রষর ভী

হে। রে-েোরট অবলরত-্বলরত ধনী-দোবরদ্র সর্বরেণীর মোনু রষর েলরর্ ও আনন্দ-মূ খ্র

বররর্শ ভীষণ ভীষণ

ভোরলো লোর্।
এই সর্ উজ্জ্বল মুখ্, আনন্দ-মূ খ্র েলরর্, র্োেঁধন-ছো ো ফুবতব, এত েোণ এত উজ্জ্বলতো প্রতো সর্সমে প্রদখ্ো র্োে নো
তোই, এই ছবর্টো র্ দু লবভ ও অমূ লয মরন হে। প্রসই সর্ মুহূ রতব খ্ুর্ খ্ুর্ মরন র বর্রদরশ র্সর্োসেোরী বনরজর
সন্তোনরদর েেো। র্ুেটো ভোরী হরে ওরঠ। এই হহচচ েলরর্ তখ্ন বতর্বে প্রফরল মরনর প্রেরহর ভোরলোর্োসোর
েুঠবররত।
প্রসই ভোরলো নো লো্োর িবনে মুহূ ত ব উজ্জ্বল হরে ওরঠ র্খ্ন জোনরত
সো ম্বরর দু র্বোৎসর্

োবর এই বর্রদরশ আরমবরেোর বনস্কোেু নোে

োবলত হরর্। ু রজো উ লরিয বমবলত হরর্ সর্োই | দূ ্বো ু রজো হরর্ - র্েোবর্বহত আচোর

অনু ষ্ঠ োন, ু ষ্পোঞ্জবল, সন্ধ্যোরবত, সোংস্কৃবতে অনু ষ্ঠ োরনর মোধযরম।
এখ্োরন প্রদরখ্বছ সর্

বরর্োররর সেরলই অতযন্ত র্যস্ত নোনো েোরজ েরমব। তোই ু রজোর বদরন এেই েোঙ্গরন বমবলত

হরে সেরল উৎসরর্র অনোবদ মোরতোেোরো হওেো সতযই র্ সু ন্দর ও মধুর | আ্োমী েলো অরটোর্র ু রজো হরর্।
বদন েরেরের জনয 'বমস' েরলোম, আরি রইল। র্বদ সম্ভর্ হে ভবর্ষযরত উ বিত েোেোর র্োসনো রইল।
মঙ্গলমেী মো দু ্বোর েোরছ েোেবনো জোনোই সেরলরই আনরন্দ েোটু ে বদনগুরলো। আর েোমনো েবর এই ু রজো সু ন্দর
প্রহোে, আনরন্দ প্রভোরর উঠুে ু রজো েোঙ্গন। সর্োই ভোরলো েোেুে, আনরন্দ েোেুে আ্োমী বদনগুরলো। এই বর্শ্বোস
রইল ভবর্ষযরতর জনয।
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মো
প্রেেসী চক্রর্তবী
মোরের েোরছ আসো
মোরে বর্দোে প্রদওেো
এসরর্র মোরে বছল অরনে ভোরলোর্োসো
এর্ং অরঢল োওেো
আবম প্রর্ সর্রচরে েেরম তোরই প্রমরে!
প্রচোখ্দু বট র্োর টোনো টোনো,
ভুরুদু বট প্রর্ন তু বলর টোরন
ডোরে আমোে র্োরর র্োরর
মোরে প্রদরখ্ অরনে প্রশখ্ো
দৃ ঢ়তো, সততো, এেোগ্রতো
আবমই প্রর্ বছলোম তোর মোনসেনযো!
আমোর বছল এে প্রসই অননযো!
আমোরে প্রডরে র্লল এেরর্লো
"মন শক্ত ের, র্োওেো আসোই প্রতো জীর্রনর প্রখ্লো
আবম আসর্ আর্োর হরে প্রতোর মোনসেনযো,
প্রতোর েোরছ েোেরত।

োরবর্ প্রতো,

আমোরেও র্ েরর তু লরত?"
্ত জু ন মোরস প্রদখ্লোম প্রচরে
প্রসই প্রচোরখ্র ভোষো আর প্রসই হোরতর প্রছোেঁওেো!
"এলোম এর্োর নতু ন হরে,
ূ ণব হরলো প্রতো প্রতোর মোরে চোওেো?"
বির েরলোম মো মরন মরন
্র তু লর্ আবম প্রতোমোরে
প্রতোমোর মত েরর!
এব্রে বনরে র্োর্ মো আবম প্রতোরে,
বশবখ্রে প্রদর্ সর্ মন ভরর!
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র্ু র ো দোদোর নোতনী
বসদ্ধোেব চক্রর্তবী
প্রছোট্ট দু খ্োবন প্রচোখ্ বনরে

খ্োর্োর সমে হরল রর

বমবি লোজু ে হোবস বদরে

হোত দু বট মুরখ্ ু রর

র্ুর ো দোদোরে প্রদখ্ো

েোেঁরদ উচ্চ স্বরর

(প্রসবট) র্ ভোরলো লোর্ ||

(প্রসবট) র্ ভোরলো লোর্ ||

প্রফোলো প্রফোলো ্োল বনরে

আহ্লোদ হরল

লোল দু রটো প্রঠোেঁট বদরে

প্রেোমরখ্োবন তু রল ধরর

বর্ত্র বনমবল হোবস

রর

আদর খ্োরর্ র্রল

(প্রসবট) র্ ভোরলো লোর্ ||

(প্রসবট) র্ ভোরলো লোর্ ||

প্রছোট দু বট হোত তু রল

েুরমর সমে হরল

্োল নোে সর্ ভুরল

প্রচোখ্ দু বট আরধো খ্ুরল

দোদোরে আদর েরো

জোনোে েরুন সু রর

(প্রসবট) র্ ভোরলো লোর্ ||

(প্রসবট) র্ ভোরলো লোর্ ||

আনন্দ খ্ুর্ হরল

প্রেরহ র্ুরে জব রে ধরর

রর

প্রছোট দু খ্োবন

ো ছুর
র্খ্ন প্রখ্লো েরর

র্ুর ো দোদো আদর েরর

(প্রসবট) র্ ভোরলো লোর্ ||

র্ ভোরলো লোর্ ||

নোতবন জেী বদবদরে
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প্রেরণো
প্রেৌবশে ের

প্রতোমোে আমোর মতন েরর বনলোম আবম ্র
এেটু খ্োবন আ োল েরর, এেটু আরলোে ধরর।
প্রতোমোে বনলোম দু রচোখ্ ভরর, আমোর শরীরমে
প্রতোমোর মুরখ্ রোঙো আমোর লজ্জো, আমোর ভে –
হোরতর প্ররখ্োে বদলোম আেোর, বর্শ্বোরসরত েোণ
প্রতোমোর ত্বরের প্র লর্তো, প্রতোমোর ্োরের ঘ্রোন।
প্রেরণো, তু বম এসনো আমোর ছোেো আরলো েরর
সৃবি আমোর হৈবত – আবম সইরত

োরর্ো নো প্রর !

প্রতোমোর ধযোরন েোেরর্ো বর্রভোর, প্রতোমোর ভোরর্ ভোসো
প্রতোমোে ্ োর মরধয বদরেই প্রতোমোে ভরলোর্োসো।

র্যস্ত বদরনর এেটোনো সু র, ক্লোন্ত বর্স্বোদ মন
উৎস আমোর সেল চোওেোর, প্রতোমোে আর্োহন –
উল্কো হরে আসরর্ তু বম, উঠরর্ জ্বরল র্ুে
জ্বলরর্ আমোর নীরর্ র্যেো, জ্বলরর্ আমোর দু খ্।
দোউ দোউ েরর উঠরর্ আগুন, আেোশ হরর্ প্রধোেঁেো
এটোই আমোর মুবক্ত, আমোর এটোই প্রতোমোে োওেো !
বনিঃরশষ হরল আসরর্ো আর্োর প্রতোমোর েোরছ বফরর
এেটু প্রছোেঁেোে জ্বোবলও আমোে আর্োর নতু ন েরর।

বচত্রোেণ: প্র ৌলমী র্সু
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স্মৃ ব তর ডোরেবর প্রেরে
শতরূ ো রোেরচৌধুরী
প্রতোমোে, আমোর ভীষণ মরন র !

জীর্নর্ুরদ্ধ ভোবসরে স্বেতরী,

েোরজর ফোেঁরে অলস বর্রেল র্খ্ন

প্রতোমোর েেো ভোবর্বন, আবম জোবন।

মুচবে প্রহরস েবফর েোর র্যস্ত,
েব র েোেঁটোে জীর্ন েুব প্রর্েঁরধ

তখ্ন প্রতোমোর বে’ই র্ো বছরলো র্রলো?

ইরচ্ছডোনো প্রমলরত অনভস্তয;

নর্রর্ৌর্রন স্ববেল প্রচোখ্ তখ্ন,

ইবতহোরসর ধুরলোে তু বম ঢোেো,

প্রতোমোর র্ুরে প্রভোররর আরলো তখ্ন

জোেঁেজমরের র্র্বনেোে ঢোেো।

নতু ন আশোর সু রতোে প্রর্োরন বদন,

প্রতোমোে প্রফরল র্োবচ্ছ প্রর্বদন চরল,

আবম তখ্ন প্র্োধূ বলর প্রশষ প্রদরখ্

আেোশ রে প্রমরের শোবমেোনো,

সরন্ধ্যর েোরছ রোবত্রর চোই ঋণ !

তখ্ন ভোবর্ প্রতোমোরতই আবছ র ,

প্রতোমোে, আমোর ভীষণ মরন র !

আমোর সোরে মনরে হেবন আনো।
এরদশ র্খ্ন র্রফজ্বরর েোর্ু,

েেম স্কুরল র্োওেো র্খ্ন ভোবর্,

েৃষ্ণচূ োর আগুন প্রতোমোর র্ুরে,

আেঁেোর খ্োতোে এমবন আেঁবের্ুেঁবে,

প্রতোমোর স্মৃবত জমোট প্রর্েঁরধ আরছ,

বটবফন ভোর্র েেম মজো খ্ুেঁবজ,

আমোর র্ুরের মেূরেণ্ঠী সু রখ্।

স্মৃবতর র্োরে র্খ্নই বদই উেঁবে।
তু বম জোরনো স্কুল োলোরনো দু ু র

আমোর প্রতোমোে ভীষণ মরন

অল্প োওেোে অরনেখ্োবন সু খ্ ,
প্রতোমোর েোরছ েেম

র ,

এেলো রোরত আরধে েুরমর প্রররশ।

োওেো প্রসই

আমোর র্োব

ু রজোর বভর ভোরলোলো্ো মুখ্।

প্রতোমোর ভীষণ েোরছ,

েোটোবচ্ছ বদন অনয মহোরদরশ।

আেোশরছোেঁেো স্বরের তু বম সোিী,

জীর্নখ্োতোর রবঙন োতো র্ত,

ভোরলোর্োসোর জলছবর্রত ইরজল,

ছব রে আরছ প্রতোমোর র্ুরে, প্রদরখ্ো,
প্রতোমোর প্রচনো প্রসই ু ররোরনো আমোে,

প্রভোররর সূর্ব আমোর েোরছ র্খ্ন,
প্রতোমোর র্ুরে প্রসোনোে প্রমো ো বর্রেল।

লরির বভর র্ত্ন েরর প্রররখ্ো।
তু বম প্রর্বদন ডোেরর্ আদর েরর,

প্রতোমোর সোরে েেম প্রধোেঁেোর টোন,

আমোর ও র সর্ অবভমোন ভুরল,

র্েিঃসবন্ধ্র উসরেোখ্ুসরেো বদন,

আসরর্ো বফরর, েেো বদবচ্ছ,

ো ও র্ইরে মুখ্ লুবেরে প্রেরে,

আসরর্ো বফরর সেল আ্ল খ্ুরল।

র্ুবেবন েখ্ন রোবত্র হরেরছ বদন।

আমোর প্রতোমোে ভীষণ মরন

ৃ বের্ী তখ্ন ডোেরছ দু ’হোত প্রমরল,

র ,

সবতয র্লবছ,

নতু ন শহর অহরহ হোতছোবন,

প্রছরলরর্লোর শহর, আমোর প্রতোমোে ভীষণ মরন র ।
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উধোও েবর্তো
প্রশৌর্ব সরেোর
েবর্তো গুরলো প্রেোেোে প্র্ল
খ্োতোর বভতর ধুরলোে ভরো
চোেবর র্োেবর বহরসর্-বনরেশ
েোরজর চোর প্রস আধমরো
্োরনর ্লো বছল দরোজ
েলম বছল তীক্ষ্ন, েখ্র
ঠোেুর প্রদখ্োর আদত বছল
োরে প্রহেঁরট বদন রোতভর
ওেোল মযো্োবজন, প্রছোট-্ল্প
প্রস সর্

োট প্রতো েরর্ই প্রর্হোল

এেঁরেবছরলম লোল প্র োস্টোর
রোবত্র জু র সোরো প্রদেোল
্োব র্োব সর্ই হল
হল খ্োবনে বর্রদশ ভ্রমণ
হেবন শুধু প্রতোমোর সোরে
েবফ-র েোর

েরেো েেন

েেো প্রতোমোর

রল মরন

হঠোৎ প্রর্ন বেরসর প্রস টোন
প্রেোন এেলো সরন্ধ্ প্রর্লো
এখ্নও র্োজোই মোউে অ্বোন ||
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স্বরদশ
েীতম র্সু
চযোং-বলং

যোং-বলং জমজ দু 'ভোই,

চযোং েোরে সোংহোই ভোইবট দু র্োই।
চযোং ভোরী সোদোবসধো র্যর্সো র্যোরঙর,
যোেঁচ োরলো র্ুবদ্ধ র্ত মোেোরত
মোেরোরত প্রটবলরফোন

যোং-এর।

যোং র্রল চযোং প্রে-

র্যোঙ র্যর্সোরত েভু জরম টোেো র্যোরঙ্ক ?
আররর্রত চরল আে র্যর্সোবট গুবটরে,
প্রতল র্যর্সোরত হরর্ মুনোফোবট চু বটরে।
চীনোরদর ইরমজটো সো -র্যোরঙ প্রডোর্োরল,
র্যোরঙর চরণ প্রছর নজর প্রদ প্রলোর্োরল।
চযোং র্রল েুমরচোরখ্ ওরহ ভোই যোং প্র্োহ বত্রে র্যর্সোরে েবরস প্রন র্যোঙ্গ।
প্রছর ছুর স্বরদরশর র্যর্সো প্রভরেরআররর্ ধরর্ ব্রে চরণ প্রশরখ্র?
সু খ্ বনদ্রোে আবছ প্রেন প্রর্ ভযোংচোস !
আররর্ র্োর্ নো েভু ছোব েো র্যোঙ চোষ।
বনজ মোবট বনজ ভোষো এরর্ েত সু খ্ প্রর !
টোেো বনরে প্রর্েঁরচ েোেো ররদরশ েুেঁের ?
প্রলোভ প্রনই প্রমোর ভোই ডলোরর র্ো বদনোরর,
স্বরদরশই সু খ্ী আবম সোদোবসধো চীনো প্রর।
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